ALASTAIR
One is that he has royal blood in his veins. Some hot-
headed Bavarian prince is supposed to have indulged in
amorous dalliance with a pretty Irish girl, and Alastair is
said to have been the offspring of this romantic but ir-
regular union. His movements are erratic, incalculable,
and as mysterious as his origin. He will suddenly arrive
in London, or in Paris, nobody knows whence, and then
vanish again, as suddenly as he came, nobody knows
whither—into the clouds—into the void. And nobody,
and nothing, may follow on his traces—not even the
money that is owing to him. Something sinister, a fate
worse than Action's would befall anyone who succeeded
in tracking him down and in plucking the heart out of
his mystery. Alastair was a particularly welcome guest
at Lancaster Gate Terrace, and his letters to the Lanes
bear witness to a strong affection on the part of the
writer for them both.
'How extremely kind of you', he to Mrs. Lane in a
letter undated and (characteristically) lacking the address
of the sender, 'to answer my letter to Mr. Lane yourself.
Thank you so much.    The black Madonna will smile to
you—because you like to have her under your roof.
There exists quite a number of black Saints—especially
black images of the Holy Virgin.     Some of these are
blackened by age or fire.    But the more important ones
have always been black.    Few people know why.    Many
reasons have been given.    The true reason is—the glory
of the suns cannot be painted.    The glorious features of
the Madonna therefore have been represented eaten up
by blackness.    Like the brightness is hidden by black-
ness [sic] if you look at it too long.    Ten days ago, I
went to an arch-old chapel near Fuysing in Bavaria,
consecrated to one of the most curious saints of the
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